Bioinformatics sequence analysis CD59 stem cells protein
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Abstract:Bioinformatics software have been used in the analysis of sequences protein CD59 of stem cells. Using these algorithm in combination with protein CD59 and immune information algorithms lead to better prediction of the destiny of transplant stem cells. This knowledge may help improve the efficacy and safety of stem cells used in transplantation. CD59 protein on cell surface of stem cells isolation from Adipose tissue for Orthologs in other species (human, chimpanzee, monkey ,baboon ,pig ,rabbit, rat) play an important role on rejection or binding with the complement of the immune system. In this search, we find many strong epitopes by software bioinformatics in MHC class I HLA-A02-01, MHC class II HLA-DR B 1010 receptor with CD59 donor, these data may help to design new peptide with active site binding to immune system complement receptor from CD59 donor after isolation from adipose tissue.
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I. Introduction

Adult stem cells treatment have been in need for many years in successful treatment of leukemia and related bone or blood cancer using bone marrow transplants [1]. However during transplantation of adult stem cells, immune system tends to reject the transplant due to lack of compatibility [2]. In the last few years, scientists have used the human gene associated with CD59 in xenotransplants (animal organs used human transplants). One concern with transplants is that the host cells will reject the new cells, especially when a different species’ organs are transplanted. One way to help in the acceptors of an animal’s organ is to use a transgenic pig or baboon with the human form of CD59, along with CD46, CD55, and DAF. By using these complement-inhibitory proteins, the human complement system will avoid damaging the pig organs and accept the new organ as its own [3]. Transgenic pigs for the previously listed proteins are necessary for xenotransplantation or the human will undergo rejection and could suffer death [3]. Decay accelerating factor (DAF, CD55) and membrane cofactor protein (MCP, CD46) control the function of C3 convertase [4]. In addition, the 20 kDa homologous restriction factor (HRF20, CD59) inhibits assembly of complete large MACs within the membrane of a cell under attack [5-6].

The CD59 protein is a complement system regulator that can inhibit the formation of the membrane attack complex (MAC). It has also been suggested that a less common function of CD59 can influence the proliferation capacity of T cells and their ability to produce cytokines, which can influence the response of T cells to a given antigen that may enter the bloodstream. CD59 works as part of the innate immune system, but has also been implicated in the adaptive immune system [4].

CD59 is responsible for inhibiting the C5b-9 complex formation. Consequently the ion channel does not form, the cell does not become lysed, and host cells will continue to live. According to [6], it has been suggested through experimentation that CD59 specifically binds only to C9 through its active site, which later inhibits the pore formation of the MAC[10]. The active site is suspected to be located in the vicinity of a hydrophobic groove from amino acid 16-57 and this section has been found to be the most conserved area of the protein and a mutation in this area can disrupt its function [7].

MHC (genomic region (called HLA, in short for human leukocyte antigen)) are inherited as a group (haplotype), from each parent. Thus, a heterozygous human inherits one paternal and one maternal haplotype, each containing three class-I (B, C and A) and three class II (DP, DQ and DR) loci. A heterozygous individual will inherit a maximum of 6 class I specificities similarly, the individual will also inherit DP and DQ genes and express both parental antigens. Because the class II MHC molecule consists of two chains (alpha and beta), with some antigenic determinants (specificities) on each chain, and DR alpha- and beta-chains can associate in either cis helices (both from the same parent) or trans helices (one from each parent) combinations, an individual can have additional DR specificities (Figure 2). Also, there are more than one functional DR beta-chain genes (not shown in the figure). Hence, many DR specificities can be found in any one individual. [8-9]

The immune system normally keeps us healthy by destroying anything in the body it sees as foreign, such as bacteria or viruses. A working immune system recognizes cells from other people as foreign, too. This
characteristic becomes very important in an allogeneic stem cell transplant (When the stem cells come from another person, it is called an allogeneic transplant). [8]

If the tissue type match between donor and recipient is not close, the patient’s immune system may see the new stem cells as foreign and destroy them. This is called graft rejection, and it can lead to graft failure. This is rare when the donor and recipient are well matched. [8-9]

A secondary active binding site of CD59 to C8 and C9 may be on an under loop spanning amino acid Asn8 to Cys13. They are also conserved residues that appear to show binding, but may not be required for its inhibitory function [7]. Finding the active site for CD59 can be beneficial to further research and design of the CD59 inhibitor to possibly block the CD59 active site so lysis may be enhanced on tumor cells, for example [7].

### Source data

Protein sequences of CD59 related surface cell protein was retrieved from National center for Biotechnology Information (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). For simplicity a sequence ID code was given to each molecule multiple sequence alignment was carried out with clustal W program [11]. Table [1] described data set was created by selecting different species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of protein</th>
<th>Protein ID GI no</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Length sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:49456405</td>
<td>Homo sapiens (human)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:525344037</td>
<td>Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee)</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:545687592</td>
<td>Macaca fascicularis (monkey)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:402893874</td>
<td>Papio anubis (olive baboon)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:3046390</td>
<td>Sus scrofa (pig)</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:130487657</td>
<td>Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit)</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD59</td>
<td>GI:1199655</td>
<td>Rattus norvegicus (Norway rat)</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aligned sequences sets were represented in Clustal Sequence alignment. sequence logos were generated using web(www.ebi.ac.uk) to go application which helps displays the sequence conservation and relative frequencies of the amino acid residues of each position. The CD59 protein conserved pattern of amino acid residues in CD59 protein Orthologous to human. Protein were sequence used MEGA 6.0 version phylogenetic tree was constructed using neighbor joining method implemented in MEGA version 6.0. We are used Net MHC 3.4 class I [12] predicts binding of peptides CD59 to a number of different HLA alleles (A,B,C) and Net MHC 2.2 server[]. For HLA alleles (DR,DQ,DP). The Prediction values are given in nMLC50 value (mittlereinhibitors he Konzentration.Next step we are using hydropathy plot is determined using program (http://gcat.davidson.edu/DGPB/KD/KYte-doolittle.htm). hydropaths plot is analysis CD59 protein shows figure(2) two putative transmembrane hydrophobic region with a large intervening hydrophilic domain.
Figure (2): Hydropaths plot is analysis CD59 protein shows two putative transmembrane hydrophobic region with a large intervening hydrophilic domain.

III. Result and discussion

The proteins sequence taken from Genbank enter with name CD59 protein, complete genome and Accession No and length sequences. This Table [1] is consisted all the database. The proteins A multiple alignment of CD59 analyzed in this study Orthologs (Human, Chimpanzee, Monkey, Baboon, Pig, Rabbit, Rat) each phylogenetic cluster (Fig.3).

Figure (3): The sequence analysis CD59 proteins result for Orthologs phylogenetic.

Analysis of the conserved regions by MEGA software.

In this work, various CD59 protein sequence had amino acid lengths between 123-144 amino acids. The multiple sequence alignment of protein sequences show variable sites as well as conserved sites across different species (figure 4). First residue of all sequence is Met (hydrophobic amino acid) which is conserved in all peptides. In terms of polarity C, L, V, A, M are hydrophobic in nature and they can placement in all Orthologous. After use MEGA software, we saw that the residues C and L have conserved position in 10 site Figure (5) and the A and V residues are conserved in two position and M is conserved only in one position.

These conserved residues help to create the signature residues of new epitope domain. In other resulted orthology protein, substitutions of amino acids of CD59 are slightly low in number CD59 protein is observed substitution of amino acid in terms of polarity in from negative (hydrophilic) amino acid S, T, D, Y, N. Finally in these sequence we found that the amount of positively charged amino acid residues are more than negative charged residues.

Figure 4: Multiples sequences alignment of MAGA software various CD59 proteins, in terms of polarity amino acid for sequences CD59 were (C, L, V, A, W) the placement of residues in CD59 data base of topology.
MHC the major histocompatibility complex

After we selected the common sequence between different species by MEGA, we have used MHC software for finding the strong binding site of these sequences. The MHC I given us these results, three peptides of 9 residues have the position between 1 to 44 on CD59 differing by one residue. These 3 peptides have strong bindings include of SVLFGLLLVL, VLFGGLVLLVL and SLSEKTVLL in positions 6, 7 and 105 of CD59, and these peptides have this HLA-A02-01 allele structure of MHC I. However, previous study show the active site of CD59 between 1 to 77. Finally, the position 6 and 7 are strong binding in CD59 with inhibition immune system. The weak binding site in human and orthology is the position 110 for the allele consciences HLA-A02:01 for class I (ALLVTSVLA).

As well as, the MHC class II the position 47, 48, 49, 50 have strong binding for (DFDALIIKAGLQY) (DFDALIIKAGLQY) (DAACLITKACQYMK) (CIALIKACQYMK) for HLA-DRB10101 of all species. The weak bindings in all different species are between 1-10 in class II for HLA-DRB10101 with peptide (MGIQGGVLFGLLLVL).

Kyte Doolittle Hydropathy Plot:

We have used hydropathy plot for epitope strong binding for check it’s hydrophilic or hydrophobic. We saw the MHC class I epitope (SVLFGLLLVL) and (VLFGGLVLLVL) is depend on the figure (6) the epitope present in charge positive (hydrophobic).

Figure (6) explain the strong binding of hydrophobic region, the positive charge (hydrophobic) and strong binding of epitope.
Figure 7: peptide of 8 residues on 6 and 7 of SVLFGLLLV and VLFGLLLVL sequence CD59 for and HLA-A02-01 structure of MHC I on hydrophilic strong site.

*W b= weak binding
*S b= strong binding

Figure 8: peptide of 15 residues on 48 of FDACLITKAGLQVYN sequence CD59 for and HLA–DR-B1010 structure of MHC II on hydrophilic strong site.

They are many proteins to active of complement system during the terminal complement pathgene surface. C3 protein after activity is become hydrophilic cell [14]. C9 has two active sides, a and b. The side of a is hydrophilic and b is hydrophobic with along complement components (C5b, C6, C7, C8) figure (9). The compounds are become hydrophobic and attach with C9a (hydrophilic), in our work when analysis CD59 epitope strong binding with MHC CLASS I and CLASS II. We received many epitope hydrophobic of CD59. We hope to find out a new epitope hydrophobic which binding to C3 and C9 to inhibit immune system.
IV. Conclusion

The aim of this study was to carry out bioinformatics analysis of stem cells with specific reference to the immune system. Stem cell transplants can use cells from your own body (autologous stem cell transplant), from a donor (allogeneic stem cell transplant) or from an identical twin (syngeneic transplant). A stem cell transplant also may be performed if high-dose chemotherapy or radiation. We will find new ways between different family. CD59 is recognized by adult stem cells. The function of protein CD59 on cell surfaces of stem cells plays an important role in rejection and binding with complement the immune system. During my work, I find many strong binging epitopes between CD59 and the immune system by sequence analysis and week binging epitope using bioinformatics. In future, when the analysis of CD59 protein stem cell from adipose tissue was distributed between MHC I on the allele AHL-A02-01 where MH class II was on allele HALDR-B1010 in hydrophobic. However, the difficulty of obtaining the software bioinformatics because very expensive and the stem cells in order to provide isolation these techniques lab orations if limited may hinder the development of this work. In future is lead to prepare new peptide with active site binding to immune system complement receptor from CD59 donor after isolation from adipose tissue stem cells and also after prepare new peptide any receptor is not need searching much tissue we will go to donate to bank stem cells.
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